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This manuscript contributes to a discussion of how to meaningfully engage issues of sex-
uality in the curriculum. Noting the struggle to create social change through the inclusion
of LGBQ people and events, the manuscript is premised on what we might learn about
equity and change by locating the study of inequity in how it is etched into and repro-
duced through engagements with space. The manuscript uses a mapping study to explore
how students produce school in contested and multiple ways. This method is both model
for how to engage with space in the curriculum and as a tool that changes how we recog-
nize queer subjects in our discussions of equity and inclusion.
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Introduction

A loud veil of silence surrounds lesbian, gay, bisexual and queer [LGBQ1]
issues, identities and persons within K-12 settings. Too often, LGBQ per-
sons are not identifiable in visual images students encounter throughout
school; implications of oppression based on sexuality are not highlighted
in economics classrooms, lessons from history, literature students read,
math problems that graph (in)equity, sex education, or the limitations of
sexuality in biology class; and school policies do not name the social
injustices that produce the discipline problems—bullying and sexual
harassment—they monitor (Ferfolja, 2007; Taylor et al., 2011; Thornton,
2003). Absence marginalizes; it reproduces heterosexuality as normal and
non-heterosexual identities recognizable only in opposition. The normali-
zation of heterosexuality supports exclusion, physical harassment and dis-
association (Kosciw, Greytak, Bartkiewicz, Boesen, & Palmer, 2012;
Taylor et al., 2011; Toomey, McGuire, & Russell, 2012; Wilkinson &
Pearson, 2009). Marginalization and lack of recognition limit access to
educational resources (Fields & Hirschman, 2007; Fraser, 2003). If mar-
ginal is an attribute society wishes to assign to LGBQ persons, then the
sexuality landscape of schools offers a powerful curriculum.
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A common response to marginalization is increased visibility and rec-
ognition (Fraser, 2003; Thornton, 2003). Unlike other identity/structural
inequities (race, gender, class, ethnicity), sexuality is made visible largely
through extracurricular inclusions—gay–straight alliances, bullying poli-
cies, suicide prevention assemblies (Schmidt, 2012). This attention mat-
ters but does not displace the need to query sexuality in non-extra/central
functions of school—curriculum, pedagogy, learning, teaching. Research-
ers have long advocated for inclusion of sexuality at the curricular level.
Curricular redress may involve the approach taken in California (USA)—
inclusion of stories that have been ignored for too long (Sears & Letts,
1997; Unks, 1995). Other curricular approaches encourage the refusal of
the heterosexual paradigm as the only lens through which to recognize
people, rights and relationships (Bickmore, 2002; Marchman, 2002).

Inclusive curricula—including those that share multiple perspectives
and voices—have not been effective enough in combatting social, spatial,
political and economic patterns of inequity. One reason may be that this
redress does not require an understanding of how inequity is entrenched
in our social experience. Such distinction reflects a divide between LGBT
studies and queer theory (Halperin, 2003). Queer theorists do not pre-
sume an easily recognizable queer subject who can be made visible
through curricular inclusion. They query when and how queer subjects are
produced and iterated through(out) the curriculum (Epstein, O’Flynn, &
Telford, 2000–2001; Pinar, 1998). The queer subject is performed each
time norms are advanced and adherence encouraged. It occurs through
the disciplining of school into concrete subjects, when ‘good citizens’ are
evaluated on report cards, in the differentiated way we teach about Susan
B. Anthony, an unmarried US suffragist, and Elizabeth Cady Stanton, her
heterosexual counterpart, when goodness and heroism are assigned to pro-
tagonists (Schmidt, 2010; Macintosh & Loutzenheiser, 2006). The outliers
produced in these experiences are queer. Queer critique complicates how
we recognize injustice, redress inequitable access to educational resources
(for queer students) and study justice-oriented policy solutions.

Geographers contend that understanding inequity requires attention
to space, for it is through the production and engagement with space that
inequity becomes entrenched in our social experiences (Soja, 2010).
Studying space is a curriculum of (in)justice. If injustice is written into
space, then a curricular challenge is how to understand inequity through
space and produce responses that reorganize space. This article critically
examines space2—its uses and possibilities—to expand ideas of curricular
‘inclusion’. It uses an empirical study about how young people represent,
construct and experience school to interrogate schools as spaces where
queer subjects are made while producing a curriculum for critiquing
space. Largely invisible in schools, this study is not directly about the
experiences of LGBQ youth. Instead, it is an enquiry into how queries
about space afford us curricular tools for studying sexuality inequality past
this exercise. Queer in its exclusive reference to sexuality will briefly
become lost while exploring a methodology for recovering it for curricular
inclusion. Allowing queer to stand in for identities and associations that
are held in reference to the dominant social positions exposes how social
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relationships function in this school so that we can rethink the sexually
queer subject in school. The article first introduces theories of spatial
inequity, then briefly outlines the study, discusses findings through queer
spatiality and finally considers its contributions to curricular inclusion.

Theories of spatial inequity reposition space in education

Increasingly, educational researchers are adopting spatial lenses to explain
inequitable educational spaces and resources, linking education research
and social geography. But our understanding of space/place and its curric-
ular location is not shifting. Discussions of place3 are largely relegated to
the rare geography class. Places are locations on maps, given meaning
through the physical and human attributes ascribed to them. The fixed-
ness of place is further inscribed through rigid boundaries drawn to distin-
guish it. If we map the place taught in K-12 geography and the place
theorized by social theorists in the discipline of geography, we would see
an arrangement of adjacent concepts, shared language and conceptual
bases that are held away and against one another by something akin to
ocean tides. Contrary to the objectivity assigned in/by school geography,
geographic theory is guided by an ontological assumption that the world
is organized by inequitable social, political and economic structures built
into lived experience through the active production of space. Place as a
complex construct driven by competing claims and usages drives educa-
tional researchers querying the contexts of schooling. Researchers using
the language of social theory find themselves caught in an eddy when
engaging with educators and policymakers schooled in traditional school
geography. Space and its synonyms—context, location, place, setting—
can be lenses through which to study social systems and the processes
that organize learning and interaction.

Spatial injustice

Issues of injustice situated in space are often associated with Lefebvre
(1996), and the possibilities for reform associated with his claims that
ordinary people have a right to the city. His (1991) seminal work, The
Production of Space, used Marxist theory to spark a line of enquiry revolving
around the contention that spaces are produced through dynamic processes
that reflect social, political and economic relations (Dikeç, 2001; Elden,
2004; Harvey, 1996; Lefebvre, 1991; Massey, 1994; McCann, 1999).
Decisions about where to locate industries or how to arrange buildings,
roads and furniture arise from planners’ conceptions about how they want
to build the space to represent larger social ideas—capitalism, democracy,
safety—alongside perceptions they carry of physical locations. The con-
struction of lived space is intended to produce particular experiences with
social discourse through access and arrangement. Early social theorists
employed a Marxist lens to critique how and where markets were located,
how resources were allocated, and how these distributions privileged and
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protected capitalist classes and countries (Harvey, 2006; Lefebvre, 1991).
More recently, the idea of production of space has been used to examine
the raced, gendered and aged access to and distribution of space
(Hoelscher, 2003; Longhurst, 2002; Massey, 1994).

Issues of exclusion/marginalization/segregation are central to under-
standing how the production of space reproduces social order.

If one holds the hypothesis that space is socially produced—and is not sim-
ply a container—there are important implications to be drawn from the
‘segregation problem’: segregation is not a question of distribution in space,
but of spatialization itself. It is the very structural dynamics of the spatial
organization process in the city—and not simply some ‘distributive force’
external to space, distributing each to his or her ‘proper’ place. (Dikeç,
2001, p. 1797)

The process of marginalization is a form of oppression (Soja, 2010).
These intentional processes limit access to change and privilege (Dikeç,
2001). The allocation of roads and mass transit systems, the location of
public spaces and the differential location of management and labour sep-
arate people from one another and physically dislocate people from cen-
tres of power and decision-making.

Soja (2010) contends that spaces are simultaneously sites of injustice
and emancipation. The agentive claim suggests that we look beneath/
beyond dominant social forces and examine how people negotiate space.
The narratives associated with place are unstable because they are con-
tested through interaction (Agnew, 1987; Entrikin, 1991; Gieryn, 2000).
As people interact with places, they bring perceptions/expectations/desires
into play (Agnew, 1987; Entrikin, 1991; Gieryn, 2000). On a daily basis,
the ways we understand material landscapes and ourselves affect how we
travel and use space, sometimes reifying and sometimes defying intended
meanings (de Certeau, 1984). Decisions are shaped by meanings we asso-
ciate with spaces alongside assessments of the malleability of that mean-
ing. For many people, categorizing spaces as youth/adult, Black/White/
Latino(a), male/female, heterosexual/queer, safe/unsafe and regulated/
unregulated reflects personal experience with injustice. Intentional politi-
cal activism and collective decisions to reorganize and rename space are
tactics that resist and/or alter the imposed meaning of space. ‘Right to the
city’ literature is heralded within geography because buried within decon-
structive frameworks that tend towards nihilism due to the omnipotence
of producers’ intentions are emancipatory claims people make through
dissent, coalitions, and occupation of space (Mitchell, 2003; Soja, 2010).

Theorizing place queerly

Queer geography offers a specialized study of spatial inequity. Sexuality is
distinct from geographies of race and gender that intersect with capital
accumulation. Queer geographies arose alongside LGBT studies as a
means of questioning the spatiality of identity politics. These geographers
ask where, why and how queer spaces are produced and regulated. The
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mid-1990s saw an effort to understand the proliferation of spaces such as
Le Village (Montreal), Miami Beach, and Boystown (Chicago), where
commercial, political and residential patterns tailored to large gay male
constituencies (Binnie, 1995; Brown, Browne, & Lim, 2007; Knopp,
1995). Gay men borrowed tactics from gentrification: they bought busi-
nesses, catered them to the interests of gay men and residential patterns
followed. Lesbian spatiality evolved differently. With different employ-
ment opportunities, less income and fewer territorial claims, women
developed social networks without spatial congruity (Bell & Valentine,
1995). In both instances, claims to physical space changed the cityscape
by making queer lives visible.

The visible production of queer spaces was met with resistance. When
heteronormative spatial arrangements were disrupted, surveillance and
regulation restored homophobic representational space. In Amsterdam,
tourist agencies and gay and lesbian organizations courted tourists to
Amsterdam, a gay-affirming city (Binnie, 1995). Contingencies in the city
concerned about this identification of Amsterdam fought back. In cities
across the USA, Canada and Europe without gay neighbourhoods, gay
festivities that spilled into heterosexual spaces threatened dominant city
identities. Resistors confronted gay presence through scare tactics in the
media, othering visuals and pleadings with police to monitor behaviour.
Surveillance and rules that regulated the performance of certain identities
contained queer claims to space (Bell & Valentine, 1995; Knopp, 2007).
Through this conflict, social values permeated the ways people experi-
enced space and constructed boundaries around acceptable performances
and politics of identity.

Sexuality and the study of space have expanded to broadly consider
the relationship of sexuality, desire and space. ‘Sexuality—its regulations,
norms, institutions, pleasures and desires—cannot be understood without
understanding the spaces through which it is constituted, practised and
lived’ (Brown et al., 2007, p. 4). The spatial regulation of sexuality breaks
with the Foucauldian tradition of identity as shaped/contained by dis-
course (Foucault, 1978–1990; Hubbard, 2002). Hubbard argues that
identity arises through psychosocial identification with/against spaces as
people read and respond to how spaces are named and performed. The
process of coming to identify queerly is shaped by the negotiation of
spaces read as queer and straight (see also Friedman, 1998). The regula-
tion of behaviour in and through space triggers how people enter, learn
how to regulate themselves and their desires, and create identity
narratives.

Issues of surveillance, inequity, landscape, boundaries and spatial
claims are important to geographic enquiry (Knopp, 2007). These geogra-
phies produce lenses through which to pay attention to space. Spatial
theorists argue that when we encounter landscapes of isolation, marginali-
zation and unequal distribution of resources, we need to interrogate the
dynamics that brought that organization into being and the rules that
maintain it (Soja, 2010). This articles takes the queries and observations
of geographers into the study of school. Reading space as a social text
enables insight into self and society, agency and oppression.
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Overview of the empirical study

This manuscript uses data from a research project conducted with 10th-
grade students at 2 high schools in a south-eastern US state. The sample
includes students from Grade Level and Honors tracks at each school.
There were three sources of data in this study. First, all participants com-
pleted a survey which asked for demographic information,4 agree or dis-
agree (on a 5-point scale) responses to statements about voice and school
spaces, and open-ended responses to prompts about school strengths and
weaknesses. Second, participants were provided an 11x17 piece of paper
and the prompt: ‘I want to learn how students see their schools. Please
draw a map of your high school that shows your impressions of the school
and the places that are important to you’. After drawing, they were asked
to label student-friendly spaces, spaces where they spend time, and spaces
that were uninviting to students. Finally, specific focus groups were
selected from each track. The interviews asked students to (1) explain
their maps, (2) respond to other maps and (3) discuss engagement with/
in youth spaces in the school.

Savanna High is located in a predominantly White, middle-class sub-
urban/rural community. The school houses approximately 3000 students
from grades 9–12 and consistently has some of the top academic scores in
the state. A total of 106 10th graders participated in the survey/mapping,
and 15 students participated in four focus groups. Woodlawn High is a
rural/suburban fringe school marked by an inflow of African American
families and lower income housing. This school houses approximately
2000 students from grades 9–12. This school is known for its programme
breadth. A total of 121 10th graders participated in the survey/mapping,
and 35 students participated in eight focus groups. These contextual over-
views belie the theoretical framing of space used throughout the remain-
der of this manuscript. Because the focus is on how students represent/
experience their schools and not the contexts in which the schools are sit-
uated, this introduction is designed to fulfil the desire readers often have
to ‘know where’ the study took place. These communities are not interro-
gated further in this manuscript.

The data were analysed qualitatively. The first round of coding
involved inductive coding of each map according to typology, what is in
the centre, the range of the map, the level of detail and an assessment of
how ‘map-like’ it is. As part of this analysis, there was a count of the total
number of spaces identified on the map and the number of classrooms
identified on the map. The second round of analysis was collecting places
identified as favourite places, student-friendly places and uninviting
places. These were grouped and coded using open coding. The data were
organized by individual student so that it could be considered collectively
and disaggregated. Descriptive statistics (means and percentage frequen-
cies) were used to correlate demographic factors, selected spaces and
meaning of school. The interview transcripts were coded using inductive
codes drawn from the theoretical framework with particular attention to
issues of civility (Miles & Huberman, 1994).
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Reading representations of school

This section synthesizes the sense of place of school as represented by
young people. The construction of a finding is not a neutral or natural
process. The observations made in this section are informed by the theo-
ries of space and queer geography that give purpose to this article.
Attending to these frameworks as methodology indicates a need to illumi-
nate the contestation over and the complexity of representing space while
drawing some conclusions about how space is conceived and perceived
and why. The simultaneous need for stability and instability of meaning
makes the process of depicting school a difficult one. Noting this, this sec-
tion does not produce one narrative of findings or school. Drawing from
varying positions to produce and experience space, the data are read and
reread in the following pages. This section limits itself to four readings
not because these are the only possibilities but because these readings
stimulate discussion into how a curriculum around space can address the
spatial situatedness of queer invisibility and injustice.

Reading 1. Positioning in, positioned by the centre

The first reading takes the position that the meaning of space arises with
producers of space who embed meaning by attaching signs to space. Sense
of place is used in geography to describe how experiences of people in
space are shaped by attributes rigidly associated with a space (Casey,
2001; Duncan & Duncan, 2001). In this study, the most compelling data
about the sense of school are found in response to the survey questions,
‘List three attributes that define school’ and ‘Describe your school to a
student in another city’. Coding analysis of the data indicates that schools
are predominantly spaces for learning. Teachers are the most prevalent
subjects associated with school, likely because of signification as educa-
tional leaders. Learners/students, disempowered in this view of school,
did not appear as subjects in school descriptors; young people arose as
‘friends’ but not ‘students’.5 In coding the data of school attributes, the
categories of workload (23% of total responses) and learning (17% of
total responses) were most prevalent. The category ‘learning’ did not have
obvious value to it, while workload comprised statements that complained
about workload or stress in school. When the codes ‘teachers’, ‘outcomes’
and ‘classes’ are added, codes related to learning account for 55% of the
attributes that characterize school. The learning nature of schools was fur-
ther reified in depictions of the strengths of a particular school. Students
more frequently cited the quality of academics and teachers over the ath-
letic programmes and physical facilities of these newly constructed build-
ings with championship athletic teams. It is safe to summarize the sense
of place assigned to schools as a place for and recognized by learning.

This reading of school is consistent with widely available tropes about
the primary function of school. These tropes are visible because popular
discussions of schooling largely refer to learning. ‘School reform’ policies
deliberate approaches to measuring and improving learning. It is the
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image depicted in comic strips where teachers stand by a chalkboard
while students have books out on their desks. The symbol of teachers in
front of the class and students at desks are the critical (the educative fail-
ure of schools) or celebratory (White teacher as hero who can motivate
non-learners to academic brilliance) stuff of movies. It is what differenti-
ates play spaces and educational spaces in childhood literature. Learning
outside of school is commonsense, whereas ‘formal’ learning is reserved
for schools. This reading is aptly titled; it is positioned by and in the cen-
tre because it is the narrative to which the remaining readings respond.

Reading 2. Representing school from students’ positions

Sense of place presumes universality, but the sense of school as a learning
space is not universal. The previous reading analysed the language associ-
ated with school and allowed a majority narrative to be recognized.
Although not as frequent, the categories of ‘negative’ (i.e. boring, stupid)
and ‘social’ each accounted for approximately 15% of the language
attached to school. When disaggregated by tracks, most ‘social’ and ‘nega-
tive’ attachments came from Grade Level students. Recognizing the varia-
tion in language disrupts universality. It highlights many perceptions of
space operating within or against the dominant association. This reading
engages students’ perceptions, exploring how they interpret and organize
the space of school. The maps provided a means of representing and valu-
ing school in ways language cannot. Paying attention to size detail, and
what is labelled provides insight into how students conceive of school.

The representations on maps privileged school as a social space. The
relative size of spaces is significant because people tend to overstate famil-
iar and valuable space. On the maps, there was a striking difference in
comparative size between school and grounds and between social and
other spaces in the buildings. Students who displayed grounds in addition
to the building drew a dwarfed building usually just as an outline. Out-
doors, they depicted athletic stadiums and parking lots or collections of
tables where students congregated. Students who drew only the building
allowed the common area and cafeteria to account for 50% of the area,
followed in size by the athletic areas, classrooms areas and administrative
offices. These allocations of space are grossly disproportionate to the
actual proportions of building to grounds or academic to social spaces.
Further, at Savanna, almost half of the students did not draw the com-
plete school. While they included the commons, the cafeteria and library
in the centre of the building, they often drew only a portion of the aca-
demic wings from this centre.

The level of detail on the maps and the labels students offered indi-
cates areas of comfort and importance. It was hypothesized that students
are more likely to include details when they have a role in assigning signifi-
cance and take it for granted where they have less voice. The most com-
mon area of detail was tables in cafeterias and other open spaces and lines
between parking spaces or cars in the parking lots. Another area where stu-
dents added detail was on athletic fields and their stands. A final area was
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the library where students drew books and tables. Only a favourite class-
room ever received detail, and few maps divided academic hallways into
individual classrooms. The labelled spaces were categorized. Those most
frequently labelled included social, athletic, hallways, administrative, out-
door spaces such as parking lots. Classrooms were labelled less often than
other indoor spaces such as bathrooms, lockers and stairwells. These rep-
resentations de-emphasize learning as the central narrative of school.
Schools may be identified as learning environments, but they are experi-
enced and/or privileged by students as social. The seeming unity of space
disappears when we allow enquiries beneath dominant sense of place.

To simply replace one meaning of school with another perpetuates
singularity. While this section highlights a competing narrative, it began
by indicating that these majority narratives are merely majority. They
were many representations of school. Another portrayal depicted school
as prison. Students replaced ‘school’ with ‘prison’ in their school’s name.
Others drew bars across windows or an ‘X’ through the building indicting
a negative attachment. Some students drew only athletic fields and locker
rooms showing neither social nor academic locales. On a few maps, the
administrative areas were larger than the commons even though adminis-
trative offices are relatively small. While many students at Savanna left
the band, orchestra and choir room off their map, others accentuated
these. The inclusion of these representations highlights the varying experi-
ences students have in school, the spaces they associate with and the vari-
ous roles school plays in the lives of young people.

The contrast between describing and representing school draws atten-
tion to the dominance of norms and refuses their absolute power. There
is a clear difference in analysis between school and everyday experience,
but together they shape the experience of young people. The elevation of
honours students who adhere to and perform the norm of school as site
of learning helps maintain the construction of schools and produce the
‘good student’ against which other students are reprimanded and com-
pared. The construction is not universal enough to prevent individual per-
formances that reconceive of school space for its non-educative utility.

In distinguishing centre and margin, it is evident that boundaries, rep-
resentations and experiences are fluid. The physical arrangement of
school suggests that athletic, social, academic and arts arenas are distin-
guishable but boundaries disintegrate when we examine what happens
within. Artists draw in academic spaces, friends socialize in academic
spaces, students do homework in social spaces, etc. The claims around
space complicate the contention that schools are designed by adults. Stu-
dents complain about the adult-centredness of school and lack of voice
while articulating their voice, contributing to meaning and shaping the
everyday experiences of themselves and other young people in school.

Reading 3. Students produce (inequitable) spatiality

The previous readings suggested that school and spaces within are multi-
ply produced. While the physical infrastructure is built and maintained by
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people (or firms) who are not included in the study, the meanings
scripted in the landscape arise through claims young people make to these
spaces. Students acknowledged their lack of input in areas with relatively
low youth to adult ratio where adults exerted heavy or direct control.
These included classrooms, administrative offices and detention halls. In
classrooms, teachers controlled curricular matters, and in other ‘adult’
spaces, behaviour was regulated through surveillance, praise and punish-
ment. Students moved under their gaze rather than around it. Students
also noted a variety of spaces they allocated for themselves, predominantly
the cafeteria and a large open two-floored space in the centre of the build-
ing (the commons or atrium). At Woodlawn, the student parking lot was
also a significant student space. Just as school was carved up into differen-
tiated, student spaces were differentiated to reflect and reproduce social
hierarchy.

Essential to youth control of space was changing the location and pur-
poses of adults therein. Adult spaces operate around teachers and admin-
istrators. In youth-produced spaces, the narrative of what an adult is was
disrupted. They were visible to students, but students were less visible to
them. Adults were perceived to hover on the perimeter and gaze across
the space.

Female 2: There’s a few administrators in the corner making sure everyone has
their IDs on.

Male 3: They don’t really care, though.
Female 2: They’re hands-off. (Woodlawn, Interview #1, Honors)
Female 1: There’s a principal or an assistant principal or someone like that stand-

ing by the main stairs, which is on the opposite side of us.
Female 2: They’ll sort of watch, and if they see someone who has a really high

skirt, then they’ll call them over. Or if they see PDA they’ll call them
over. Whatever. (Savanna, Interview #12, Honors)

Female 1: Yeah, they sit at their own table and they really don’t pay attention to—
anything else.

Male 1: Unless you throw something at them.
Female 2: They sit closest to where you get your food. And everyone else just sits

everywhere else. (Savanna, Interview #11, Honors)

Unlike classroom teachers or hallway monitors, the position of admin-
istrators in youth spaces is hands-off. The young people dismissed them.
Their limited role counters the traditional notion of authority attached to
adults. By monitoring specific behaviours but not the hierarchy and
actions described in what follows, these peripheral, gazing adults become
complicit in allowing an uneven spatial hierarchy to arise and sustain
itself.

In combing through the interviews, multiple groups are made
visible—‘jocks’, ‘rednecks’, ‘black jocks’, ‘freshman’, ‘whites’, ‘emos’. Of
interest because of their consistent and severe marginalization are the
‘weirdos’—‘it’s like lesbians and gays and Emos and Goth and like homos
and like just like stuff you don’t …’ (Woodlawn, Interview #5, Grade
Level). Savanna had its ‘weirdos’ too, an unnamable group that caused
hushed whispers and nods of concurrence when young people described
social hierarchy. When named, these students were generally called
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‘artistic types’. The groups that fall into the category of ‘weirdo’ are
socially produced through the school environment regardless of their self-
identification. Participants were asked to discuss this social hierarchy by
describing its spatial organization.

Female 1: The atrium is divided.
Female 2: We got a certain group of people that stand by the window, the same

certain group of people.
Female 4: Redneck.
Female 2: I’m talking about Emos. They all sit by the window. By the guidance

room door is where all the rednecks sit. Then back here, I would say is
the soccer players and baseball players.

Female 4: Yeah, that’s where we all stand, like right once you walk in the door, we
all stand right there.

Female 2: There’s like a group in the middle is the freshmen, like all the freshmen
just sit and chill together. Back here by this window, like girls or what-
ever, just random girls just chill right there.

Female 4: It’s really divided up.
Female 1: But they go to this, but see, what’s so weird is you go to the same place

every single day, no one like mixes up where they’re going. Once you’re
in the atrium, I would never go stand out by the window next to the
bus parking lot. I’m always going to stay right there. (Woodlawn, Inter-
view #5, Grade Level)

The social arrangement and group characteristics are visible attributes
that mark and shape space. This section explores how these social distinc-
tions reflect/create an inequitable social landscape, one with a hierarchy of
access. Youth across interview groups indicated a similar pattern about
the types of cars and people relegated to each row in the parking lot. At
Savanna, lunch tables were ‘assigned’ based on social standing. Some
groups claimed uncongested areas away from adults, while others sat in
the centre where they were visible to their peers. Of particular note is the
location of the ‘weirdos’. These individuals’ social positions were seen as
abnormal and the centre sought to displace them. In this way, ‘weirdo’
employed by these youth parallels the queer subject in queer theory. The
function of these students in the social order queers them. At Savanna,
there were not enough seats in the cafeteria for all students so some sit on
the floor to eat. Marginalized students were relegated to the physical mar-
gins. This pattern continued in the common area. Both common areas
have a second level where the queered youth congregate before and after
school. Unlike in the cafeteria at Savanna, the second level in the com-
mon areas removed these students from the visible landscape as seen from
the first floor. One must make a concerted effort to recognize/realize the
entirety of the student body. The organization of space creates a caste-like
allocation of space; it produces a landscape that reinforces social hierar-
chy. The divisions create unequal experiences with space and limit free
movement.

These patterns did not merely arise. They reflect social boundaries pro-
duced and reproduced through interaction. Reread the conclusion of the
last quote—‘I would never go stand …’. Rules that organize space are main-
tained by a lack of intervention by adults (e.g. administrators could pur-
chase more lunch tables) and the actions of students towards one another.
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Female 3: I would also say there’s groups. Like people hang out in groups and
some groups can be mean to other groups like the kids that aren’t tal-
ented in sports.

Female 1: —kids that are will be mean to the kids that aren’t. Pick on them. Their
specialty is academics. And then there’s the kids that their specialty is
sports.

Female 3: The more outgoing and then there’s the shy groups.
Female 1: Yeah. You just have to know where to stand and if you like go into the

wrong group you know its like—
Female 2: Yeah.
Female 1: They look at you nasty or ask you to leave.
Female 3: They say choice words.
Female 3: I mean, I never heard of any physical violence but there’s verbal vio-

lence. Definitely.
Female 1: Oh I’ve heard physical- (Savanna, Interview #13, Grade Level)

These means of ‘asking’ others to leave are direct actions that maintain
order. They are accompanied by subtle glances and hushed whispers
when boundaries are transgressed. And in the extreme case at the end of
this clip, there is physical violence. Physical altercations are significant
performances because they are highly visible in the moment and are reen-
acted when the event is circulated in discussion afterwards. The shaming
aftermath of spatial transgressions discourages others. Each of these is a
manner of ensuring that students go to the same place every day, a place
determined by youth to maintain order. Divisions in space are significant
in producing subjects in school. This process classifies youth into groups,
makes some groups less visible, positions young people to gaze at one
another and seeks to disempower some people.

Reading 4. Spaces constructed by students positioned in the margins

The third reading depicted the production of an unequal landscape in
schools that made weird/queer subjects marginal, both in their visibility
and invisibility. The lack of universality offered by geographers suggests
that it is not safe to presume that queer subjects were merely relegated
passively to the margins or that they occupy the physical margins in a dis-
empowered manner. This final reading examines school from the position
of the ‘weirdos’ who sit upstairs and along the wall. Because there was no
demographic indicator of seating positions built into the study, the data
in this reading are from students who, on their maps, labelled dominantly
student-friendly spaces (parking lot, commons and cafeteria) as not stu-
dent-friendly or whose favourite spaces were not student-friendly spaces.
These are the ones who most likely reify the queered subject. There are
multiple reasons students might label these areas not friendly. Earlier
readings have addressed the limited adult role in these spaces leaving peer
interactions as a main cause to examine. Extending the reading about
contradictory characterizations of space elicits questions about where mar-
ginalized students construct welcoming space.

Students seated in the margins had different relationships with spaces
in school. They seem to divide school into ‘safe’ and ‘unsafe’ spaces.
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Their construction of safe/friendly spaces often meant transforming space
with adults. Rather than removing themselves from adults, many of these
students named a particular adult who afforded them comfort or safety
within school. For example, they were more likely to draw and label a
specific classroom as safe or a library or a nook in the hall where they eat
with friends. On maps and in interviews, students indicated that they
were likely to eat lunch in the classroom of a favourite teacher/adviser
rather than remain in common areas.

Students seated in the margins were more likely to distinguish
between their favourite places and those labelled student-friendly by their
peers. They sometimes shared in the identification of student-friendly as
spaces beyond adult gazes even when they took refuge away from the gaze
of their peers. Their favourite places were those they transformed from
their intended usage. Interviews and data that correlated activities and
favourite spaces show a strong linkage between a favourite activity and a
favourite space. The following interview clips illustrate how students char-
acterize their favourite places.

Female 1: I like the library. All my friends are in there. We don’t read books or
anything. We just sit at the table and talk and laugh. (Savanna, Inter-
view #14, Grade Level)

Female 3: I put a couple of my teachers because I hang out with them. They’re
really cool to talk to sometimes. But I also put the Little Theater
because I like acting. And so that’s just my, the way I express myself is
through there. (Savanna, Interview #14, Grade Level)

Female 3: Mine was definitely the Art Room. I’m big into photography and stuff.
In that classroom, nobody fights, nobody talks about anybody. We’re
just all having fun and doing what we want with our art and our pho-
tography. Nobody judges anybody there. (Savanna, Interview #13,
Grade Level)

These spaces, such as the common areas, are social; students interact
with friends. But the areas are smaller and more defined. Youth seek
spaces where they can connect with others around a shared interest. This
extends to Junior Reserves Officers’ Training Corps [JROTC] members
who discussed eating in their adviser’s classroom, musicians who con-
vened in the band room during lunch and newspaper editors who starred
the journalism room. These young people took pride in their activities
and their ability to express themselves free of judgment. The discussion of
these favourite spaces also revives the discussion of renaming the meaning
or use of a space. For example, the first quote above maintains that the
library is not about books but about space to be intimate with friends.
The third student does not designate the Art Room because of the
instruction but because of safety. These students turn ordinary classrooms
into lunchrooms and social spaces. They organize school according to safe
spaces (Kosciw et al., 2012; Taylor et al., 2011).

Just as their peers differentiated youth within general ‘student’ areas
of the school, these young people elevate identities through their connec-
tion with spaces. This is better understood by recognizing that the favour-
ite places (activity) identified by these students contained multiple
meanings that shaped student use and identity. First, there is the
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characterization that these are ‘safe’ spaces as opposed to seeing schools
themselves as safe spaces, a privilege afforded other students. Second,
these youth privileged extracurricular identities and spaces over those of
learning. Finally, these spaces were not merely where they conducted
their activities. Young people took refuge in the JROTC room, the band
room, the stage, etc. before school and during lunch when other students
were convening in commons of cafeteria. They sat on the margins of the
cafeteria to eat and then ran to the theatre to be social, while others
exerted their presence in the cafeteria. These young people were not pas-
sively excluded. They allowed invisibility by removing themselves. The
liked their distinctiveness and the community they built with more imme-
diate peers. They were constructing a different means of dividing and
engaging school.

Recovering subjects from/through space

Spatial theory implies that a curriculum of spatial injustice requires inter-
rogating how space has come to be organized and exploring the rules/roles
that maintain inequity. Placing Hubbard’s (2002) psychosocial theory of
identity within spatial theory enables consideration of how engagement
with physical arrangements and rules shapes the development of individ-
ual identities, particularly marginalized identities. Curriculum theory
encourages consideration of space as a text that teaches young people
about social structures and their positionality. Schools are sites for various
types of learning. Synthesizing the organization of these schools highlights
competing practices for organizing space. On the one hand, reading one
depicts how school planners lay out the school within a discourse that
privileges schools as spaces of learning. The learning is expected to occur
through formal curriculum in classrooms. The schools are designed with
music, arts and social areas as secondary but important places to bond
students with school. Reading two shows that youth have multiple ways
of dividing and characterizing school. Although these readings propose
variable divisions, common across them are efforts to create spaces that
are purposefully inclusive and exclusive. The result is the uneven organi-
zation and experiences emphasized. The discussion of organization and
contestations below exemplifies what it means to contemplate the space
of school as a curriculum that reifies uneven landscapes and develops par-
ticular subjectivities while also exploring how theories of space may be
used curricularly to study inequity.

Social justice theorists care about equity because the internalization of
marginalization retains unequal social hierarchies and because hierarchies
produce differential access to social, political and economic resources
(Bell & Valentine, 1995; Fraser, 2003; Knopp, 2007; Soja, 2010). This
study indicates a need to further contemplate the relationship between
spatial margins and social marginalization. Readings three and four depict
uneven access to school spaces and their resources. The production of
social hierarchy in the landscape affects access to learning, social, extra-
curricular and relational resources. Extrapolating from the data, we might
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imagine that students sitting along the wall were last in line and were
pressured to eat quickly. The allocation of students to the upper com-
mons protected them from conflictual peer-to-peer interactions but also
removed them from non-confrontational relationship building and net-
working with adults. Within classrooms, students who identify as less stu-
dent-like or are defined in opposition to its academic nature avail
themselves of fewer learning interactions. The division of school into safe
and unsafe spaces limits student travel—the association may keep a strug-
gling reader from using the library, a gay boy from the athletic fields, a
cheerleader from the science lab—as they retreat from homophobic and
other abusive language and actions. These discrepancies in positions and
ease of movement mean there is no universal school experience. Many
students find themselves marginalized in some schools spaces and in com-
mand in others.

Queer geographers contend that social dynamics are embedded in
spaces through boundaries and surveillance. Readings three and four sug-
gest the need to look more closely at queer theory and processes of nor-
malization to explain the surveillance of normality and queerness (Butler;
2004; Ewald, 1990). The application of norms to this study requires
examination of the intersection of the multiple positionalities developed in
the readings that function to produce a set of norms that, even when
resisted, reify a particular landscape. Throughout the readings are exam-
ples of actors—adults, social groups, weirdos—who assign and protect
dominant senses of place. The tension over safe space is one engagement
with a norm. To the extent that schools are signified as universally safe,
experiences that feel unsafe are invisible. Norming the discursive significa-
tion of safe requires attention to transgressions of the norms—the
moments when safety is not the signifier. Queer geographers use this tac-
tic to garner visibility in public arenas (Binnie, 1995; Brown et al., 2007).
It enables a more critical stance towards dominant sense of place by mak-
ing counter-performances visible. The production of the cafeteria and
commons as student-friendly is made possible by social norms. One regu-
latory process was the public and subtle shaming of students who trans-
gressed the social hierarchy. Relegated to the margins, there was little
room for direct resistance. Physical positioning reified a normal social
hierarchy. The outliers were othered by their location and treatment
within the shared areas and were further marginalized when they rejected
the claim that these spaces were student-friendly. When othered students
sought their own spaces, the self-removal reified their social standing as
marginal even if they felt empowered. Those who opted to remain simi-
larly projected the normal social order when they transgressed; a trans-
gression is contingent upon recognition of a problematic social order.
This process of engaging with and reinforcing norms is a useful way of
exploring how dominant senses of place arise while enabling a compli-
cated rendering of how they are reified even through penetrations that
counter these dominant senses.

Geographers contend that space is contested through claims to space,
disrupting the assumptions that space is universal and universalizing
(Mitchell, 2003; Soja, 2010). In writing about public space, Mitchell
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(2003) made a passing reference to not examining schools because they
are too controlled to allow variation. The readings suggest otherwise. Not
only were students active constructors and producers of spaces in school,
their resistance detached particular attributes from association with ‘stu-
dent’ and with ‘weirdo’. I am curious as to what this does to the queered
subject who is typically depicted as a victim. These students are never
merely outliers. The ‘weirdos’ are not simply knowable as victims. The
second and fourth readings explore ways these students in the margins
are not always marginalized; they are producers and claimants of space.
They find and shape spaces wherein their identities can exist. Within
unfriendly student spaces, the reason queered youth experienced hushes,
looks, fights and taunting was they transgressed expectations. As they
resisted, these tactics reestablished equilibrium. Small transcendences are
indicators of the multiple experiences intersecting and competing in the
production of space.

The rejection of the victim/margin narrative indicates a need to return
to the literature of exclusion and invisibility prominent in the opening.
Exclusion is prevalent in theories of spatial inequality (Dikeç, 2001). This
dehumanizing process explains how some individuals, because of their
association with a group, are excluded from the city and society. Mitchell
(1995) contends policies and practices developed to make undesirable
people/attributes invisible in space are another means of exclusion. His
argument evolves from an examination of parks that were reorganized to
remove homeless people and make the space more inviting to others.
Schools are complicated entities because legally they cannot exclude peo-
ple. School policies and practices do cause some young people to drop
out and physically remove themselves from schools and opportunities
therein producing the effect of exclusion. But requisite attendance sug-
gests that exclusion is not the typical means of making groups/identities
invisible in schools. Curricular and visual absence contributes to a denial
of the presence of LGBQ students in schools (Ferfolja, 2007), but they
are there. Engaging geographic theories with the readings illuminates a
tension between active efforts to erase (not merely make invisible) certain
groups and actions that increase visibility. The relegation of queered
youth to the walls, to rooms outside the cafeteria and to the upper levels
of the common areas reflected an effort to actively erase people/identities
from the landscape. But these efforts are not successful. There are con-
stant penetrations into dominant narratives: parking in the ‘wrong’ spot,
actively not learning in classrooms and reclaiming classrooms as lunch-
rooms. These are akin to the penetrations into space queer geographers
cite that makes homosexuality visible in heteronormative spaces (Brown
et al., 2007; Knopp, 2007). That these students are so central to the dis-
course of those who seek to erase them reveals an inability to extract
themselves from the binary, an action necessary for erasure. Queered stu-
dents simultaneously disrupt the assignment of ‘victim’ and ‘passive’ when
they actively refused erasure. Through these readings, we learn not just
about space but about a means of enquiring into inequitable workings of
space (Dikeç, 2001; Soja, 2010). Dikeç (2001) states, ‘The argument is
built about the social production of space, with the idea that the very
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production of space, which is inherently a conflictual process, not only
manifests various forms of injustice, but actually produces and reproduces
them’ (p. 1788). In this paper thus far, we have only been able to talk
about queer as a label assigned to students based upon social perception.
This examination, though, produces an understanding of how the queer-
ing and marginalization of LGBQ sexualities in the built and learning
material of school, provides a curriculum around sexuality that students
carry beyond school. Soja (2010), together with Harvey (1996) and
Lefebvre (1991), sees hope in people demanding a right to the city but
suggests that ordinary citizens lack the spatial knowledge to resist and
claim space. Engagement with space as a curricular construct may teach
skills for redressing injustice. The onset of this process entails examining
subjectivity. Subjects are made through school, but who are these subjects
and what are they enabled/allowed/disavowed. The multiple tactics of
engagement with space in this study suggest efforts to assimilate and
moments of resistance that are part of the complex subjectivity of young
people. They are working through space not merely existing in it.

Implications for a queer inclusive curriculum

At the onset, I claimed that this was a paper that spoke to LGBQ justice
and yet at this juncture, readers probably believe it is entirely about
redressing spatial inequity in schools, regardless of the target population.
Let us return to the initial claim. The reason for choosing schools was to
use a familiar place to theorize the dynamics of space. Sexuality is seem-
ingly absent and yet inherently present. The researcher was not able to
interview individual LGBQ students about their experiences, but the label
of ‘weirdo’ is often a judgment about the how one sexual attraction/desir-
ability is perceived. This study enables us to think about the space in
which psychosocial identification occurs. The decision to use multiple
readings to analyse the data is a decision to make visible that which is
often invisible. Marginalization and invisibility—attributes long attributed
to LGBQ youth in schools—is a proxy for the study of LGBQ youth
alongside other people who walk through space and curriculum unno-
ticed. The rejection of invisibility and erasure in discussion is a method
that must be deployed to recover LGBQ subjects in robust ways in
schools. Queerness is at work throughout the readings—the queer actors
are the ones attune to the organization of space and its norms. The prox-
ies of marginal and invisible reify existing attributes. Queer subjects are
part of the social fabric negotiated in schools and society. The real work
of this paper is to recover this agentive self. To recover reconsiders how
queer subjects are defined and taught in schools. Issues of sexuality impli-
cated by/in space are not extra to the curriculum; they are central to the
formal curriculum, to understanding the hidden curricula that teach
young people about society and must be offset through direct curricular
attention.

Spatiality matters across the disciplines and in the lessons and curricu-
lum of space students experience by being in school. One way to make
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sense of this study and discussion is to pay greater attention to how
spaces are constructed and controlled within schools to rethink how
spaces is conceived and controlled to address spatial inequality. Accepting
the psychosocial lens from queer geographers, changing experiences with
space is significant in shaping how queered identities are constructed or
how all identities take on spatial inclusions and exclusions. The spatiality
of school itself needs consideration and reimagination. Previous scholar-
ship has warned of the dangers, though, of relegating issues of equity, par-
ticularly sexuality injustice to the margins of what we expect school to be.
Although school is multiply experienced and claimed, socially and politi-
cally, the academic or learning nature of school is the discourse and arena
that garners the most attention (Schmidt, 2012). If an issue does not mat-
ter in this realm, it is unlikely to receive funding or serious attention from
actors within and outside schools. The real task at hand is to recover
space from geography and allow it to be an idea, central to both decon-
structing equity and building the dispositions of equity (direct and indi-
rect) that young people can carry into the many places they visit.

The curricular approach to space purported here is one that questions
and destabilizes the attributes of people, space, and people in space. The
common curricular rendering of the space in history, labs, art classes and
setting is to assume a common, universal understanding and experience.
This presumption makes divergent experiences invisible and allows for a
single ‘right’ answer about meaning (setting, environment) or representa-
tion (maps, artwork). The study captures the many narratives students
took to/from space. Entering with this contested, unstable and multiple
sense of place encourages different questions about the construct within
the curriculum. Questions of for whom, by whom, why and how in rela-
tion to the presentations offered about setting or location produce a rich
means for students to dissect the experience of literary characters or peo-
ple in history. These questions encourage a disposition about unequalness
even if the language is never used. They further enable a query about the
rules and practices that perpetuate a supposedly shared sense of place. It
creates a discourse for exploring why certain senses of place are elevated
while encouraging alternative meanings.

The study proposes careful attention to the margins and what happens
therein. The curricular endeavour is not to categorically name and know
people and groups but to see struggles and contradictions. This requires
presuming that invisibility and multiplicity rest within dominant senses of
place and deserve enquiry. It is not possible to account for every ‘multi-
ple’ lens but we can ask why and how space is being represented and seek
signs that contradict the dominant representation. To do so requires
removing the marginal identity from the margins and seeing that these
politics are not invisible but that tension, active erasures and exclusions
and resistances are occurring. It is not enough to ‘see’ the person in the
margins but to bring her/his voice into dialogue about what is taking place
in an event, in a story and in the shaping of theory.

Spatial theory is means for exposing how inequity is written into the
landscape and the impact it has on the allocation of resources while also
demonstrating that the destabilization of spatial meaning is an opening for
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dissenting claims to the meaning and use of space. Queer geographers
add to this understanding by empirically engaging with the tensions
around claims to and resistance of queer folk penetrating heterosexual
space. Further, they argue, (queer) identities are negotiated alongside this
social interaction in and over space. These theories propose an agentive
nature and potential in the consumers of space to upend the inequitable
patterns and accesses. The recovery of space in the curriculum serves to
build this potential, not necessarily by creating explicit activists, but by
creating young people with the disposition to read spaces as social texts
and to negotiate space intentionally in their personal political, social and
economic lives. Tools arise to watch themselves respond to space while
also querying how their actions affect others. It is this intentionality of
seeing the possibility for social change—realize that settings are rich and
social movements happen somewhere—and for personally taking risks to
amend spaces that might otherwise be exclusionary.

Notes

1. The decision around acronyms throughout this manuscript is intentional. I choose lar-
gely to use LGBQ because I focus on sexuality and do not always complicate it with
gender identity. I include T and I when intentionally more inclusive the queer sexuali-
ties and genders or when the literature or policies specifically name Trans issues. I also
subtract the Q in reflecting policies and literatures that do the same.

2. Geographers predominantly use space as their language of inquiry. They accept that
space can never be voided of meaning and materiality. Space is a confluence of tempo-
rality that shapes present meaning and experience. As disciplines borrow spatial theory,
they are increasingly interested in a clear distinction between space and place. Geogra-
phers tend to employ space in discussion of a particular location and when they are not
discussing it within the realm of synthesizing broader representations. I will follow their
lead.

3. I use place in this section because I am mimicking the language and terminology of
geography education. Place in geography education is depicted as the physical and
human characteristics that distinguish physical locations from one another.

4. The demographic information included race, gender, track, length of time in commu-
nity, parent/guardian educational attainment and the kinds of activities students are
involved in inside and outside of school. Both school districts forbade questions about
sexuality and religious identification.

5. As a result of this, student is not described from this point forward to describe the
young people in this study unless the word is specifically used by participants or being
approached from an adult perspective.
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